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Parity in left-right symmetric models
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Abstract

We considered parity breaking in some left-right symmetric mod-

els. We studied spontaneous and explicit parity violation in two cases

with doublet and triplet Higgs scalars. The minimization condition in

these two cases differ significantly. A comparative study of these mod-

els is presented emphasizing their phenomenological consequences.
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1 Introduction

The V − A structure [1] of the weak interaction and parity violation [2]

suggested that the low energy gauge group should treat the left-handed

particles preferentially. This leads to the standard model [3] gauge group

Gstd ≡ SU(3)c × SU(2)L × U(1)Y , in which all right-handed particles trans-

form trivially under SU(2)L. Although this explains the parity violation at

low energy, this does not explain the origin of the parity violation. With

an attempt to explain parity violation starting from a parity conserved the-

ory, the standard model group was extended to a left-right symmetric group

GLR ≡ SU(3)c × SU(2)L × SU(2)R × U(1)B−L, where the group treats all

fermions in a similar way [4]. The left-handed fermions transform triv-

ially under SU(2)R, while all right-handed fermions transform trivially under

SU(2)L. One may then define a left-right parity, which interchanges these two

groups SU(2)L ⇔ SU(2)R. Since one interchanges all left-handed fermions

with the right-handed fermions under parity, this becomes the parity of the

Lorentz group, associated with space reflection.

It is then possible to break parity spontaneously or explicitly in left-

right symmetric models. When the right-handed symmetry group SU(2)R is

broken, parity breaks down. One may also break parity even before breaking

the group SU(2)R by giving a vacuum expectation value to a Higgs scalar,

which changes sign when the two SU(2) groups are interchanged. These

spontaneous breaking of parity is quite natural in grand unified theories.

However, in some superstring inspired models it is also possible that the

parity breaks down during compactification and one ends up with explicitly

broken parity in left-right symmetric model.

Here we shall study the consequences of breaking parity in some left-right

symmetric models with triplet and doublet Higgs scalars. Spontaneous par-

ity breaking in models with triplet Higgs was studied extensively [5]. Here

we discuss the models with doublet Higgs and explicit parity breaking. We
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study some aspects of these models after explaining the question of parity

in some more details. The minimization conditions differs in these two cases

with triplet and doublet Higgs scalars and imply different low energy phe-

nomenology.

2 Parity of Lorentz group and left-right sym-

metric models

To define the parity, consider the local Lorentz group SO(4) which is iso-

morphic to SU(2) × SU(2). There are inequivalent embeddings of the two

SU(2) in the SO(4), in one of these embeddings the two SU(2) groups act on

the left-handed and right-handed fermions. Since the two SU(2) groups are

indistinguishable, there is a Z2 symmetry, which interchanges the two SU(2)

groups. This is the usual discrete parity symmetry or the space-reflection

symmetry P .

A scalar [pseudo-scalar] field φ(x) is even [odd] under parity and transform

under P as

φ(x) P→ ±φ(−x).

Similarly, a vector [pseudo-vector] field is even [odd] under P . However,

for fermions we have to consider their chiral decomposition. A left-handed

fermion ψL = 1

2
(1−γ5)ψ transforms under the Lorentz group SU(2)L×SU(2)

as [2,0], while a right-handed fermion ψR = 1

2
(1 + γ5)ψ transforms as [0,2].

Under P parity they transform as

ψL P→ ψR and ψR P→ ψL. (1)

Parity does not act on any internal group space. In the standard model, the

left-handed fields are doublets under SU(2)L, while all right-handed fields

are singlets. So, P parity does not commute with the group SU(2)L and P is

maximally broken.
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In the left-right extension of the standard model, the gauge group is

GLR ≡ SU(3)c × SU(2)L × SU(2)R × U(1)B−L. Under GLR the left-handed

and the right-handed quarks and leptons transform as

qL =
(

uL

dL

)

≡ [3, 2, 1, 1/3] qR

(

uR

dR

)

≡ [3, 1, 2, 1/3]

ℓL

(

νL

eL

)

≡ [1, 2, 1,−1] ℓR

(

νR

eR

)

≡ [1, 1, 2,−1].

The electric charge Q and the hypercharge Y are defined by

Q = T3L + T3R +
B − L

2
= T3L + Y. (2)

The SU(2)L and the SU(2)R groups are now related by a discrete Z2 sym-

metry, called the D parity. Under D the gauge groups transform as

SU(2)L D↔ SU(2)R

and the fermions transform as

ψL D↔ ψR.

Thus the fermions cannot distinguish between the D and the P parity.

Let us now consider the gauge bosons. The SU(2)L gauge bosons WL

and the SU(2)R gauge bosons WR are not parity eigenstates. The linear

combinations

V = WL +WR and A = WL −WR

have definite parities:

V P↔ V and A P↔ −A.

This will imply that under parity,

WL ↔ WR

so that we can identify the left-right parity with the Lorentz parity. We shall

now consider a couple of left-right symmetric models with triplet and doublet

Higgs scalars and study the consequences of spontaneous and explicit parity

breaking.
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3 Left-right symmetry with triplet Higgs

In the left-right symmetric models, a bi-doublet Higgs scalar

Φ ≡ [1, 2, 2, 0]

gives masses to all fermions and breaks the electroweak symmetry. This

acquires a vacuum expectation value of 246 GeV. Then the neutrinos will also

become as heavy as the other fermions, unless the Yukawa coupling for the

neutrinos are too small which is unnatural. This problem is solved in these

models, when one includes a new triplet Higgs scalar to break the left-right

symmetry at a large scale MR. In the left-right symmetric models the scale

MR is same as the scale of lepton number violation. So, one right-handed

triplet Higgs with B − L = 2 can break the SU(2)R × U(1)B−L symmetry

and give Majorana masses to the right-handed neutrinos, which in turn gives

a tiny see-saw mass to the left-handed neutrinos [6].

In the simplest left-right symmetric model, one assumes parity to be

conserved before the left-right symmetry (GLR) breaking. The group GLR

is broken when the right-handed triplet Higgs scalar (∆R ≡ [1, 1, 3,−2])

acquires a vacuum expectation value (vev) 〈∆R〉 = uR. The vev of this

right-handed triplet Higgs scalar breaks B − L by 2 units and hence it can

give a Majorana mass to the right-handed neutrinos. Parity then dictates

that there should also be a left-handed triplet Higgs scalar ∆L ≡ [1, 3, 1,−2].

However, the vev of 〈∆L〉 = uL should be very small (less than a GeV) for the

theory to be consistent with Z decay width. Since uL can also give neutrino

masses, it should be less than a few eV.

In general, the masses (µL and µR) of ∆L and ∆R could be different,

breaking parity explicitly. However, when parity is conserved these masses

are same (µL = µR). In models of spontaneous parity breaking, one intro-

duces an additional singlet Higgs scalar (σ ≡ [1, 1, 1, 0], with 〈σ〉 = η), which
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is odd under D parity:

σ D→ −σ.

For a general analysis of the scalar potential, we shall include the scalar σ

and also allow µL 6= µR. The parity conserving scenario, spontaneous parity

breaking scenario and the explicit parity breaking scenario will then come

out as special cases of this analysis.

The scalar potential will contain several terms including all these fields:

the bi-doublet Φ, the right-handed triplet ∆R, the left-handed triplet ∆L and

the odd D parity singlet σ. To study the minima of this potential we replace

these fields by their vev without loss of generality. We write the potential in

several components:

V (κ, uL, uR, η) = Vκ + VL + VR + Vη + VκLR + VηLR + Vκη + VLR (3)

where 〈Φ〉 =
(

0 κ
κ′ 0

)

with κ ≫ κ′. The first few terms contain the usual

quadratic and quartic couplings

Va = −
1

2
µ2

aφ
2

a +
1

4
λaφ

4

a (4)

where a = κ, L,R, η and φa = κ, uL, uR, η, respectively. The cross terms are:

VκLR =
1

2

(

gLu
2

L + gRu
2

R + 2gLRuLuR

)

κ2

VηLR =
1

2
Mη(u2

L − u2

R) +
1

2
λ2η

2(u2

L + u2

R)

Vκη = M̄ηκ2 +
1

2
λ1η

2κ2

VLR =
1

2
gu2

Lu
2

R (5)

The term with coefficient gLR plays a very significant role, as we shall discuss

later.
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SU(2)R and parity

We shall first consider the most popular model in which parity is broken

when the group SU(2)R is broken. In this case, η = 0 signifies there is no

spontaneous symmetry breaking. Conservation of the D parity will constrain

some of the parameters:

µL = µR = µ∆, gL = gR = g′ λL = λR = λ∆. (6)

Minimization of the potential then gives a condition:

uL

∂V

∂uR

− uR

∂V

∂uL

= 0 = (u2

L − u2

R)[gLRκ
2 + (g − λ∆)uLuR]. (7)

One of the solution uL = uR preserves parity and left-right symmetry is

not broken, which is not acceptable phenomenologically. The other solution

breaks parity and determines the vev of the left-handed triplet Higgs scalar

∆L to be,

uL =
gLRκ

2

(λ∆ − g)uR

. (8)

The smallness of the vev of the left-handed triplet Higgs scalar is thus guar-

anteed in the limit of large uR i.e., a large lepton number violating scale. The

term with coefficient gLR is very crucial for this condition. After ∆R acquires

a vev, this term allows an interaction of the left-handed triplet Higgs with

two bi-doublets. This term and the Yukawa coupling of the triplet Higgs

with the leptons together then breaks lepton number. Thus the see-saw sup-

pressed vev of the triplet Higgs and the lepton number violation is intimately

related [7].

Although the vev of the left-handed triplet Higgs scalar is tiny, the masses

of both the triplet Higgs scalars are very large. For a neutrino mass of less

than eV (as required by present experiments), the scale of lepton number

violation is required to be greater than 107 GeV. Thus these Higgs scalars

will not be accessible to the next generation accelerators.
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Spontaneous parity violation

For spontaneous parity violation [5], we start with a parity conserving model,

so that the constraints on the couplings, given by equation 6 is satisfied.

We then consider η 6= 0. The minimization of the potential then gives the

condition:

uL

∂V

∂uR

− uR

∂V

∂uL

= 0 = 2MηuLuR + (u2

L − u2

R)[gLRκ
2 + (g − λ∆)uLuR]. (9)

In this case, gL = gR is no longer a solution of the minimization condition,

except for η = 0.

All the solutions of this minimization condition breaks parity. For sim-

plification we consider the solution of our interest, i.e., uL ≪ uR. This leads

to a vev of the left-handed triplet Higgs scalar

uL =
gLRuRκ

2

(λ∆ − g)u2
R − 2Mη

. (10)

The scale of parity violation η now determines the vev of the triplet Higgs.

Thus, the left-right symmetry breaking scale can be much lower. The mass

of the triplet Higgs can also be small, which can then be detected in the next

generation accelerators.

Explicit parity violation

Since parity is violated explicitly, we do not require the scalar σ. However,

if we include this field in our analysis, this will not change anything. For

comparison with the spontaneous parity breaking scenario, we shall retain

both these contributions. The minimization condition now reads

uL

∂V

∂uR

− uR

∂V

∂uL

= 0 = uLuR[(µ2

L − µ2

R) + 2Mη + (gL − gR)κ2

+ (λLu
2

L − λRu
2

R)] + (u2

L − u2

R)[gLRκ
2 + guLuR].

(11)
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The explicit breaking contribution µ2
L − µ2

R can now substitute for the spon-

taneous symmetry breaking term 2Mη. In this scenario also, there is no

solution with gL = gR. The parity violating solution correspond to

uL =
gLRuRκ

2

(µ2
L − µ2

R) + 2Mη − λRu2
R + gu2

R

. (12)

In this expression we neglected κ2 and u2
L terms compared to u2

R and η2,

assuming there is no fine tuning.

There is no distinction between the spontaneously broken parity and ex-

plicit breaking. In grand unified theories spontaneously broken D parity is

quite natural, while in superstring inspired models the D parity can be bro-

ken by Wilson loops at the time of compactification. In these theories explicit

breaking of parity appear to be more natural. A light triplet Higgs with rich

phenomenology is allowed even with explicit parity violation.

4 Left-right symmetry with doublet Higgs

The left-right symmetry may also be broken by a doublet Higgs scalar [8].

For charged fermion masses one may retain a bi-doublet scalar Φ, which also

breaks the electroweak symmetry. Although it is possible to construct models

without any bi-doublet, here we restrict ourselves to models including the bi-

doublet. The SU(2)R × U(1)B−L group is broken by a right-handed Higgs

doublet χR ≡ [1, 1, 2,+1], which acquires a vev 〈χR〉 = vR. Since the vev

of this doublet breaks lepton number by 1 unit, it cannot contribute to the

neutrino masses. However, including a singlet heavy fermion this problem

can be solved, which we shall discuss later.

The left-right parity then ensures that there is another left-handed dou-

blet Higgs scalar field χL ≡ [1, 2, 1,+1], which acquires a small vev 〈χL〉 = vL.

Unlike the left-handed triplet Higgs vev uL, there is no restriction on the vev

of the doublet Higgs vL except that vL < κ, since it breaks the group SU(2)L.
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The scalars χL,R break lepton number by one unit, so they cannot give

masses to the neutrinos. Let us now consider the effective dimension-5 terms,

which can contribute to the neutrino masses,

Lν =
hL

ML

ℓLℓLχLχL +
hR

ML

ℓRℓRχRχR. (13)

ML is the lepton number violating scale. Since B−L is broken at a scale vR,

we expect ML ∼ vR. There are no terms involving the bi-doublet Φ, since it

does not carry any B − L quantum number.

For a realization of this effective operator, we introduce a heavy singlet

fermion S ≡ [1, 1, 1, 0]. This field S will interact with the neutrinos and the

Higgs scalars and will affect the neutrino masses. We write down the terms

which contribute to the neutrino masses

LS = fiLℓ̄iLSχL + faRℓ̄aRSχR +MSSS + fiaℓ̄LℓRΦ, (14)

where i = 1, 2, 3 represents the three generations of left-handed leptons and

a = 1, 2, 3 represents the three generations of right-handed leptons. When

the scalars acquire vevs, they contribute to the neutrino mass matrix. We

write down the neutrino mass matrix in the basis ( νiL νaR S )

Mν =







0 fiaκ fiLvL

fiaκ 0 faRvR

fiLvL faRvR MS





 . (15)

The singlet S is the heaviest fermion with mass MS. The right-handed neu-

trinos get an effective Majorana mass of v2
R/MS. The left-handed neutrinos

get two contributions to their mass, a see-saw contribution from the left-

handed doublets and a double-see-saw contribution from the right-handed

doublets. They are,

mνij = −
fiLfjLv

2
L

MS

+
fiafjb

faRfbR

MSκ
2

v2
R

. (16)
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In the triplet Higgs scenario uL is too small and hence the first term could

be negligible. But as we shall see later, vL could be comparable to κ and

hence could dominate over the second term.

To break the parity we introduce a field σ ≡ [1, 1, 1, 0] (with 〈σ〉 = η),

which is odd under D . The scalar potential contains the usual quadratic

and quartic terms and in addition there are some cross terms given by,

Vχ =
1

2

(

gLv
2

L + gRv
2

R

)

κ2 + µvLvRκ +
1

2
gv2

Lv
2

R

+
1

2
η[M̄κ2 +M(v2

L − v2

R)] +
1

2
η2[λ1κ

2 + λ2(v
2

L + v2

R)] (17)

This potential is somewhat similar to the triplet Higgs scenario, but still

there are some important differences.

SU(2)R and parity

Conservation of parity would require η = 0 and

µL = µR = µχ, gL = gR = g′ λL = λR = λχ. (18)

With these conditions we minimize the potential to obtain a condition relat-

ing the different vevs given by

vL

∂V

∂vR

− vR

∂V

∂vL

= 0 = (v2

L − v2

R)[µκ+ (g − λχ)vLvR]. (19)

One of the solutions vL = vR conserves left-right symmetry even after sym-

metry breaking, which is of no interest. The other solution determines the

vev of the left-handed triplet Higgs

vL =
µκ

(λ∆ − g)vR

. (20)

A natural assumption for the mass scales is µ ∼ vR and hence vL
<
∼ κ, since

κ breaks the electroweak symmetry and give masses to the fermions. The

masses of both the doublets χL,R are large µχ ∼ vR. Thus this scenario does

not lead to any interesting phenomenology.
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Spontaneous parity violation

Here we assume the D parity conserving constraints on the coupling constants

as mentioned above, but η ∼ vR. This would then give us the minimization

condition

vL

∂V

∂vR

− vR

∂V

∂vL

= 0 = 2MηvLvR + (v2

L − v2

R)[µκ+ (g − λχ)vLvR]. (21)

Similar to the triplet Higgs models, gL = gR is no longer a solution of the

minimization condition. Assuming, vL ≪ vR we obtain the vev of the doublet

Higgs to be

vL =
µvRκ

(λχ − g)v2
R − 2Mη

. (22)

The vev of the doublet Higgs can again be of the order of electroweak sym-

metry breaking scale. In this case the mass of the left-handed doublet Higgs

scalar can also be as small as the electroweak symmetry breaking scale. This

will make this scenario phenomenologically interesting.

Explicit parity violation

We take both η 6= 0 and µL 6= µR. For simplicity, we shall impose D parity

on other couplings, although relaxing this condition will not change any of

the conclusions. The minimization condition now reads

vL

∂V

∂vR

−vR

∂V

∂vL

= 0 = vLvR[(µ2

L−µ
2

R)+2Mη]+(v2

L−v
2

R)[µκ+(λχ−g)vLvR].

(23)

It is apparent that the explicit parity breaking contribution µ2
L−µ

2
R is similar

to the spontaneous parity breaking contribution 2Mη. The vev of the left-

handed doublet is now given by

vL =
−µvRκ

(µ2
L − µ2

R) + 2Mη + (g − λχ)v2
R

. (24)

This result is similar to the spontaneous parity breaking scenario, except

that now we can decouple the left-handed and right-handed doublets by
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considering µ = 0. The SU(2)R symmetry breaking can take place with a

Higgs doublet χR at a very high scale. Since parity is explicitly broken, the

left-handed doublet χL can now be light and can have a vev vL ∼ µL. No

fine tuning is required to maintain this solution. The light Higgs doublet will

then contribute to the low energy phenomenology.

5 Summary

We discussed the question of parity violation in left-right symmetric model.

The left-right parity, acting in the left-right gauge group space, can be identi-

fied with the usual Lorentz parity or the space reflection symmetry. Since the

left-right parity is identified as the space reflection parity, one may construct

left-right symmetric model in which parity is conserved initially and broken

along with SU(2)R symmetry breaking. Parity could also be spontaneously

broken at a different scale compared to the left-right symmetry breaking.

We also studied the explicit parity breaking in a couple of left-right symmet-

ric models. Depending on whether the Higgs field required for the SU(2)R

breaking is a triplet or a doublet, the minimization of the potential and

phenomenological consequences are different.
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